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G.B. Cave, Rlackdown, Mendip Hills. 

GEOLOGICAL REPORT 

By D. T. DUNU\'A:\, BSc., f.GS., Al\D F. S. WALLIS, D.Sc., PH.D. 

For ~onw  tim( pa~t  it has been fully realized by g'cologists that 
OWl' lllU"h of Mendip, and especially in the BJackdown :lrea, the most 
favuurable cundition,; fur the discovery of new cave systems occur at 
the junction of the Lower Limestone Shales (Cleistopora or K zone) 
and thl' massive Lower Limestones of the Zaphrentis (Z) zone. It was 
this underlying principle which led Messrs. F. J Godd8rd and C. C. 
Barker to sL'arrh the area South-east of Tyning's Farm, and in 1939 
rewarded th('m with the discovery of a cave system of amazing size, 
rompkxity, and interest. 

The G.B. Cave is situated on the Southern flank of Blackdown, 
:I!)out 700 yard~ E. 22° S. of Tyning's Farm at about 805 ft. above O.D. 
It lies to thl' South of the Roman Road from Charterhouse to Tvning',; 
Farm. in a vittcd and mine-scarred patch of ground known as Gruff~'  

Field. The cave lies \'V.N.W. of Read's Grotto (Proc. :-;pel. Soc., Vol. II, 
No. J, 1922-2:->, pp. 14,-75). The present entrance to tlw cave is a few 
yard- to the West of an active swallet, the waters of whicb join the 
C.B. ClV( system about ~o  ft. below the surface of the ground. 

Bl<lckdown is the vVesternmost echeloned periclin:\l uplift of the 
Mendip Hills and the: geology of the area has been well describrd by 
Dr. F. B..'\. V/eJch in P"OC, B,'istol Natural£sts' Society, 4th Series, 
'Vu! VII, 1932, pp. 388-396. The highest portion of BlackdowlI cunsists 
of Old Red Sandstone and tb,· \';)rious members of the Carboniferous 
Lime,;tone sequence are range'd around in roughly concentric fashion 
although this arrangement is interrupted by Triassic overlap on the 
vV(st. .\s in the case of the other I\lendip periclines, the Northern limb 
of the anticline dips much morc steeply than the: Southern, which at 
phw's show~  evidence of ov~r-thrusting.  

The surface geology in the immediate vicinity of the G.B. Cave is 
relatively simple and the strata dip in a Southerly direction. The strike 
of the b,'d~  is approximately East and W~st  and the entrance to the 
caVi' is V( ry near the junction of the Carbuniferous Shales and Lime
stones (l\. zone) to the North and the Lower Limestone (Zaphrentis 
zon,,) to the South. The shales form a rdativeJy low-lying area between 
thl' Old Red Sandstone and the Lower Limestone. 
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G.B. Cave, Blackdown, Mendip Hills. 

GEOLOGICAL REPORT
 

By D. T. DONOVAK. BSc., F.G.S.. AND F. S. \i\'ALLIS, D.Sc., PH.D.
 

For some time past it has been fully realized by geologists that 
over much of Mendip, and especially in the Blackdown area, the most 
favourable conditions for the discovery of new cave systems occur at 
the junction of the Lower Limestone Shales (Cleistopora or K zone) 
and the massive Lowl r Limestones of 1h,' 7,;1 phr< 'ntis (7:) zone. It was 
this underlying print-ipk which l"d 1[",,"1"<:. F. J. GoddJ.rd and C. C. 
Barker to search the area South-cast of Tyning's Farm, and in 1939 
rewarded them with th,' discowry of a C;J,Ve Systl'm of amazing size. 
complexity', and inicrect. 

The G.B. C:J.ve is situatc'cl on th" Southern flank of Blackdown. 
about 700 ~'ards E. 22' S. of Tyning'" Faml at about 865 ft, abovl' U.D. 
It lies to tll<' South of the H.olllan Road frUlIl rhartt'rhousC' tu Tvning's 
Farm, ill a pitted :lnd !!lille-scarred patch of ~rouncl known as l~ruff~:  

Fielcl. ThL' ca",' lies \,V.~.W.  of RL'ad's Grotto (Proc .....;pet.."·OL., Vo!. II, 
No. ], 1922-21, pp. 74-75). The present entrance to the cave is a few 
yards to the West of an active swallet, the waters of which join the 
(~.B.  Cave system about 80 ft. below the surface of the ground. 

Blackdown is the Westernmost echeloned periclinal ~plift  of the 
Mendip Hills and the geology of the area has been well described by 
Dr. F. B. A. Welch in Proc. Bristol Na.turalists' Society, 4th Series, 
VoJ. VII, 1932, pp. 388-396, The highest portion of Blackdown cunsists 
of Old Red Sandstone and the various members of the Carboniferous 
Limestone. sequence are ranged around in roughly concentric fashion 
although this arrangement is interrupted by Triassic overlap on the 
\,Vest. As in the case of the other Mendip periclines, the Northern limb 
of the anticline dips much mo[(,' stE'eply than the South,'rn, which at 
plaCE'S shows E'vidence of over-thrusting. 

Th~  surface gl'ulogy in thE' immtdiate vicinity of thl' G.B. (:lve is 
r01atively simple ;ll1d th0 strata dip in :t Suutherly direction. The strike 
of the beds is approximately East anJ Wc:st and the ('nLrance to th.· 
C:LVc' is vcrv nl'ar the junction of the Carboniferous Shales and Lime
stones (K zone) to the North and the Lower Limestone (7:;J,phrentis 
zone) to the South. The shales form a rdatively low-lying area bdw('l'n 
the Old Red Sandstone and the Lower Limestone. 
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Water cvllecting in the permeable Old Red Sandstom: rocks issu('::; 
on tllt' hillsidi' as a series of strong overflo\v springs which come into 
action wh('n the water-table within the sandstone aquifer risp.s to th(' 
level of th(' uutcrop of the shales. Some of thest' springs ar(' activi' 

only in the winter and spring. 
The limestones in the Cleistopora zone are thin and subsidiary to 

the shaks and so the formation as a whole is impervious to the surface 
streams from tlw overflow springs. When, however, the water reaches 
the massi\'e Iim(stones of the Zaphrentis zone it disappears underground 

through a series of swallets. 
One of these small streams flows into Gruffy Field and disappears 

into a swallet. This underground stream course was investigated from 
1920 onwards (Proc. Spel. Soc., Vol. I, No. 2, 1920-21, p. 96, and No. 3, 
1921-22, p. 151), but progress was soon barred by solid ·rock. In 1939 
excavations were carried out some 100 yards to the West and access 
was obtained to a vast underground system of fissures and caves now 

known as the G.B. Cave. 
The cave naturally offers an excellent opportlinity for the examina

tion of the rocks in which it has been formed. In descending the cave 
system the first beds met are the upper beds of the C1eistopora zone, 
consisting of thinly-bedded limestone and shales. The change to the 
massive crinoidal limestone of the Zaphrentis zone is abrupt and marked. 
Beds rich with brachiopods such as Spirijer tornacensis, Chonetes spp. 
corals, such as ZapMentis spp., and crinids are fairly common near the 
base of the Zaphrentis zone, and many opportunities for collecting these 

occur in the course of a descent. 
Of even more interest are the structural features encountered. 

Observations of the dip of the rocks at different points along the cave 
strikingly demonstrate that this varies \videly between 60° and 15°. 
The average dip is about 30° in a Southerly direction. 

Viewing the vertical projected section (Fig. 1) it is clear that the 
main configumtion of the cave is primarily governed by the dip of the 
rocks. The chief departure from this regubrity is caused by the 
numerous rock falls along the joint faces from the roof and tIll' conse
quent enlargement of that portion. In this report the joint system of 
the rocks plays a leading part in determining the profile seen in section. 
It has also been determined that the cave system tends to follo\\' th.. 

minor irregularities in the dip. 
The effect of the jointing in the limestone is clearly seen in the 

plan of the cave (Fig. 1) and the orientation of the passages is a marked 

result of this feature. 
The earliest stage in the formation of the cave was probably a 
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network of narrow fissures resulting from t he chemical action of water 
along planes of weakness in the limestone provided by joints and bedding 
planes. The fissures were, at this stage, completely water-filled. There 
was circulation of the water but no well defined underground streams. 
:)uch a network of fissures, since drained of its water, persists in the 
upper part of the cave, some forming the route from the first Grotto 
to the Boulder Chamber. That these passages have often been formed 
solely by th" chemical action of water is shown by the manner in which 
the delicate silicified fossils, consequent on the different solubilities of 

. OLD" ') 'R Ep.. " ~ONE.
I \, .' /

.11'/ ./, . . 
t I I ./ OVERFLOW• ''-4-.!. '1 SP~INGS"/ . .. 

FIG. 4.-Ceological sketch map ,;howing the location of the cave in 
relation to the geological strata, and to Tyning's [-arm. 

limestone and silica, stand out prominently from the walls of the cave. 
As the level of satur,ltion in the rock" fell to its present position the 

network emptied of its water. This was due in some measure to the 
enlargement of the channels permitting easier escapes for the water and 
possibly also to a change in some external controlling factor, such as 
sea-level. The drainage w<tter of the arC'a could now flow freely through 
the syste111, and certain channels were selected and enlarged by the 
water. At this stage the mechanical erosion of the rocks by running 
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Water collecting in t!w permeable Old Red Sandstone rocks issue;:. 
0n th,· hillside as a series of strong overflow springs which com<.: into 
artion when the vvater-tablr- within the sandstone aquifer rises to the 
kvd uf the outcrup of thp shal,·s. Some of thesf.; springs an' active 

only in the winter and spring. 
The limestones in the Cleistopora zone are thin and subsidiary to 

the shales and so the formation as a whole is impervious to the surface 
streams from the overflow springs. \iVhen, however, the water reaches 
the massive limestones of the Zaphrentis zone it disapp\·ars und(·rground 

through a series of swallets. 
One of these small streams flows into Gruffy Fielrl <lnd disapp,·;.trs 

into a swallet. This underground stream course was investigated from 
1920 onwards (PI'OC. Spel. Soc., Vol. T, No. 2, 1920-21, p. \!G, and ~o.  3, 
1921-22, p. 151), but progress was soon barred by solid rock. In 1939 
excavations were carried out some 100 yards to tlw \1\', 'st and aCCe:;S 
was obtained to a vast underground system of fissures ;md C;Wb now 

known as the G.B. Cave. 
The cave naturally offers an excellent opportlinity for the examina

tion of the rocks in which it has been formed. In descending the cave 
system the first beds met are the upper beds of the Cleistopora zone, 
consisting of thinly-bedded limestone and shales. The change to the 
massive crinoidallimestone of the Zaphrentis zone is abrupt and marked. 
Beds rich with brachiopods such as Spirtfer tornacensis, Chonetes spp. 
corals, such as Zaphrentis spp., and crinids arc fairly common near the 
base of the Zaphrentis zone, and many opportunities for collecting these 

occur in the course of a descent. 
Of even more interest are the structural features encountered. 

Observations of the dip of the rocks at different points along the cave 
strikingly demonstrate that this varies widely between 60° and 15°. 
The average dip is about 30° in a Southerly direction. 

Viewing the vertical projected section (Fig. 1) it is clear that the 
main configuration of the cavc is primarily governed by the dip of the 
rocks. The chief departure from this regularity is C<J used by the 
numerous rock falls along the joint faces from the roof and the conse
quent enlargement of that portion. In this report the joint system of 
the rocks plays a leading part in determining the profile seen in section. 
It has also been determined thal the cave system tends to follow tly' 

minor irregularities in the dip. 
The effect of the jointing in the limestone is clearly seen in the 

plan of the cave (Fig. 1) and the orientation of the passages is a marked 

result of this feature. 
Th(' earliest stage in the formation of the cave was probably a 
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network uf narrow fissures resulting from the chemical action of water 
along planE'S of weakness in the limestone provided by joints and bedding 
planes. The fissures were, at this stage, completely water-filled. There 
was circulation of the water but no well defined underground streams. 
Such a network of fissures, since drained of its water, persists in the 
upper p;.trt of the cave, some forming the route from the first Grotto 
to the Boulder Chamber. That these passages have often been formed 
solely by the chemical action of water is shown by the manner in which 
the delicate silicified fossils, consequent on the different solubilities of 

. OLD' ""REQ.,"~
I \, .' / 

.11'/ ,I, .. 

~.  • • I,V /, • ", ~VERnow
I I 1 I ',I 1 r 1 1'\ ( I • I ~ SP~INGS" 

FIG. 4.- -Geological sketch map showing the location of the cave in 
relation to the geological strata, and to Tynin~'s  Farm. 

limestone and silica, stand out prominently from the walls of the ca\'e. 
As the level of saturation in the rock~  fell to ih present position the 

network emptied of its water. This was due in some measure to the 
enlargement of the channels p('rmitting easier escapes for the water and 
possibly also to a change in some external controlling factor, such as 
sea-level. The drainage water of the area could now flow fredy through 
the systcl11, and certain channels were selected and enlarged by the 
water. At this stage the mechanical erosion of the rocks by running 
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water was more important than solution in enlarging the caVL:s. Such 
action is exemplified on a small scale by the Boulder Chamber and 
succeeding passages, and par excellence, by the Main Gorge ibelf. 

That the subsequent history of the cave is not straightforw:1.rd IS 

suggested by the fact that deposits of pebbles, sand, and stalagmite 
were at one time laid down in the Gorge, and have since heen largely 
removed by erosion, though sufficient traces remain to indicate their 
former extent and thickness. These deposits have not yet been ~tl\died  

in sufficient detail for any definite conclusions to be reached. 
G.B. Cave lies within the area drained by the subterranean stream 

which flas its outflow at Cheddar. This area ext('nds Northwards and 
Eastwards from Cheddar as f:1.r as the subaerial watershed of Blackdown 
and ~orth  Hill. Its boundarit,; to the West and South-cast arf' less 
easily determined, but probably !if' in thL: regions of Shipham Gorge and 
Priddy respectively. This estimate of the drainage area, about 16 square 
miles in extent, agrees closely with that given by :I'[r. H. E. Balch in 
Netherworld of Mendip, 1907, p. 17. 
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The Stalactites of G.B. Cave. 

By D. DONOVAN, B.Sc., F.G.S. 

~.B.  Cave is adorned with stalactite growths in great profusion, 
nd is ('specially remarkable for the abundance of those otherll'ise rare 

.. • rratic " forms, or helictites. The deposits may be dealt with under 
t Ill' Iwo familiar divisions: Stalactites (including Helictites) and 
Stalagmites. 

STALACTITES 
Th('sl' have commonly been formed by the deposition of concentric 

liI~Trs  of calcium carbonate around a central core. This core is usually 
.\ .. straw" stalactite, a thin-walled cylinder, of diameter about 5 mm., 
winch is composed of crystallographically continuous calcite, the axis 
o! Ih(' crystal lying along the length of the straw. The central channel 
of Ihe straw has often bren more or less filled with calcite at the same 
11I1ll' as exterior enlargement wa~  taking place. In broken "pecill1cns 
1111 ('ore may then br ::;een as a circular area of clear calcite. In some 
I';\'.IS, the core is formed of aragonite, the other crystalline form of 
('alliulll carbonate, in a fibrous condition, the fibres being elongated 
ailing the length of the stalactite. These are also fecl by a cC'Dtral 
channel, but the walls are initially thicker than in the calcite straws. 
In some cases the stalactite has no definite core. 

In all cases where there has been subsequent enlargement of a 
:llr.I\I', this takes the form of cylindrical layers, or lenticular bands, of 
••t1citl" in a fibrous or granular condition, and aragonite, in Cl fibrous 
lonclition (sce diagrams, F£g. 5). The presence of aragonite is an 
Ilnllsual feature in }Iendip stalactites. The bands of aragonite are 
l(lllte sh~lrply  ddincd. in<iicating that hoth calcite and aragonite are 
primary . 

•\s already mentioned, this cave is noteworthy for the abundance 
01 Ill'lictites. These small, irregular branches commonly arise from the 
sid.'s, or around the bases of ordinary stalactites. They also grow on 
Ihl ,.,urfacc of the stalagmite sheets which often cover the walls of the 
I.' "I', but not on walls of bare rock. Close examination shows them to 
Ill' I ircular in cross-section, except where they have suffered subsrquent 
1'1l1argl'Il1Cnt, with a minute, almost capillary, channel running down the 
('('ntre, They arc all composed of aragonite, Every stage of the 
II.lllliilion between stalactites and helictites may be found, 
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water \\'as more important than solution in enlarging the caves. Such 
action is ,'xemplificd on a small scale by the Boulder Chamber and 
succeeding pas:;agb, and pur excellence, by the ]\'Iain Gorge ibelf. 

That tilE' :;ubsequrnt history of the cave is not straightfurward is 
suggested bv tht:· fact that dl'posits of pebble:;, :;and, and :;t~lagmite  

were at ~n,·  tim,· laid down in the Gorge, and have since been largely 
removed by erosion, though sufficient traces remain to indicate tlwir 
former extent and thickness. These deposits have not yet lx'en studied 
in sufficient detail for any ddinitl: conclusions to be reached. 

G.B. Cave lie:; within the area drained by the subterranean stream 
which has its outflow at Ch(·ddar. This area extends Northwards and 
East\vards from Cheddar as far a:; the subaerial watershed of Blackdown 
and :\orth Hill. Its boundaries to the West and South-east are less 
easily determinEd, but probably lie in the regions of Shipham Gorge and 
Priddy respectively. This estimate of the drainage area, about 16 square 
miles in extent, agrees closely with that given by Mr. H. E. Balch in 
Netherworld of Nlend'ip, 1907, p. 17. 
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The Stalactites of G.B. Cave. 

Bv D. DONOVAN, B.Sc., F.G.S. 

G.B. Cave is adorned with stalactite growths in great profusion, 
,.Del is especially remarkable for the abundance of those otherwise rare 
" erratic" forms, or helictites. The deposits may be dealt with under 
the two familiar divisions: Stalactites (including Helictites) and 
Stalagmites. 

STALACTITES 
These have commonly been formed by the deposition of concentric 

layers of calcium carbonate around a central core. This core is usually 
a " straw" stalactite, a thin-walled cylinder, of diameter about 5 mm., 
which is composed of crystallographically continuous calcite, the axis 
of the crY'stal lying along the length of the straw. The central channel 
of the straw has often bc-en more or less filled with calcite at the same 
ti me as exterior enlargement was taking place. In broken speci nwns 
the core may then br seen as a circular area of clear calcite. In some 
cases, the core is formed of aragonite, the other crystalline form of 
calcium carbonate, in a fibrous condition, the fibres bring elongated 
along the length of the stalactite. These are also fed by a central 
channel, but the walls are initially thicker than in the calcitr straws. 
In some cases the stalactite has no definite core. 

In all cases where there has been subsequent t'nlargement of a 
straw, this takes the form of cylindrical layers, or lenticular bands, of 
calcite, in a fibrous or granular condition, and aragonite, in a fibrous 
condition (sec diagrams, F£g. 5). The presence of aragonite is al~ 

unusual feature in :\Iendip stalactites. The bands of aragonite arc 
quite sharply defined, indicating that both calcite and aragonite are 
pnmary. 

As already mentioned, this cave is noteworthy' for the abundance 
of helictites. These small, irregular branches commonly arise from the 
sides, or around the basc-s of ordinary stalactites. They also grow on 
the surface of the stalagmite sheets which often cover the walls of the 
cave, but not on walls of bare rock. Close examination shows them to 
be circular in cross-section, except where they have suffered subsequent 
enlargement, with a minute, almost capillary, channel running down the 
centre. They arc all composed of aragonite. Every stage of the 
transition between stalactites and hdictites may he found. 


